The solar electric propulsion could be the best option for the transports of the future due to its high specific impulse when compared to the chemical propulsion. Electric propellants are being extensively used to assist the propulsion of terrestrial satellites for the maneuvers of orbit correction and as primary propulsion in missions toward other bodies of the solar system. In this work the optimization of interplanetary missions using solar electric propulsion (SEP) and Gravity Assisted Maneuver to reduce the costs of the mission, is considered. The high specific impulse of electric propulsion makes a Gravity Assisted Maneuver 1 year after departure convenient. Missions for several Near Earth Asteroids will be considered. The analysis suggests criteria for the definition of initial solutions demanded for the process of optimization of trajectories. Trajectories to the asteroid 2002TC70 are analyzed. Direct trajectories, trajectories with 1 gravity assisted at the Earth and with 2 gravity assisted with the Earth and either Mars are presented. Shall be analyzed missions with thrusters PPS1350 and the Phall 1 for performance comparison. An indirect optimization method will be used in the simulations.
INTRODUCTION
The future interplanetary missions will probably use the conventional chemical rockets to leave the sphere of influence of the Earth, and solar electric propulsion (SEP) to accomplish the other maneuvers of the mission. Both NASA and ESA have launched spacecrafts which used SEP (Solar Electric Propulsion) as the primary propulsion system; NASA's DS1 and ESA's Smart-1 to the moon to comet Borrelly. Indirect optimization methods are suitable for the low thrust trajectories that are used in simulations. A finite force is applied during a finite interval of time and it is necessary to integrate the state equation along the time to know its effect. Several results exist in the literature, starting with the works of Tsien (1953) and Lawden (1955) . Other results and references can be found in Prado (1989) , Prado and Rios-Neto (1993), Casalino and Colasurdo [1] , Santos [2] . The most used method in this model is the so called "primer-vector theory", developed by Lawden (1953 and 1954) [4, 5] , according to Prado [6, 7] , Santos [8, 9] . In this paper, theory of optimal control is applied and a procedure based on the Newton's Method to decide the boundary problems is developed. The Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (PMP) is used to maximize the Hamiltonian associated to the problem and evaluates the optimal structure of the "switching function". The spacecraft leaves the Earth's sphere of influence with a hyperbolic velocity whose optimal magnitude and the direction will be supplied by the optimization procedure. The initial mass is directly related to the magnitude of the hyperbolic velocity, assuming that a chemical thruster is used to leave a low Earth orbit (LEO). Out of the Earth's sphere of influence, the electric propellants is activate and the available power is proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun; the propulsion is provided by one or two "PPS 1350 ion thrusters and Phall1 thrusters (UNB)".
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The spacecraft will be considered a point with variable mass m and the trajectory will be analyzed using the patched-conics approach. The time required by the spacecraft to leave the Earth's sphere of influence is neglected and, in this formulation, only equations of motion in the heliocentric reference system will be considered. The spacecraft is influenced by the Sun gravitational acceleration and the propulsion system that the vehicle implements, with a level of thrust T. With this formulation, a maneuver including an Earth's flyby can be used to gain energy and velocity, which provokes a discontinuity in the relative state variables of the velocity. The variables are normalized using the radius of the Earth's orbit, the corresponding circular velocity, and the mass of the spacecraft in stationary orbit as values of reference. The solar electric Propulsion system will be considered, therefore, the available power and thrust varies with the square of the distance from the sun.
In this problem, the thrust is the only control during the heliocentric arcs, and it will be optimized to get the minimum consumption, that is measured by the final mass of the spacecraft.
Since the thrust appears linearly in the equation of motion, a bang-bang control, which consists of alternating ballistic arcs with arcs of maximum thrust, will be required. The trajectory is composed by a succession of ballistic arcs (zerothrust) and arcs of maximum thrust, where the optimal direction will be supplied by the optimization procedure.
The boundary conditions are imposed in a satisfactory way at the junctions between trajectory arcs. 
assuming that a rocket thruster is used to take the spacecraft from the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) with an impulsive maneuver and that the vehicle mass on LEO is specified. The increment of velocity (∆V) demanded to provide the hyperbolic velocity
, where v e and v c are the escape and circular velocity at the LEO radius [2] . The initial mass at the exit from the Earth's sphere of influence is, [2] . If the minimum height constraint on the flyby is requested, a condition on the velocity turn angle is added:
where,
v p is the circular velocity at the low distances allowed for a planet.
At the final point (subscript f ), the position and velocity vectors of the spacecraft and the asteroid coincide, r f = r A (t f )
The theory of optimal control provides the control law and the necessary boundary conditions for optimality.
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURES
The objective is to use the theory of optimal control to maximize the spacecraft final mass. Dynamical equations are,
Applying the theory of optimal control, the Hamiltonian function is defined as (Lawden, 1954) [3, 2] :
An indirect optimization procedure is used to maximize the payload. According to Pontryagin's Maximum Principle the optimal controls maximize H. The nominal thrust T o at 1 AU, and the electrical power are (Casalino [2] , Santos [9] ), 
Optimal control theory provides differential equation for the adjoint equations of the problem (Euler-Lagrange). Adjoint equations are,
Optimal control: thrust direction and magnitude are, ( 13 ) where, c' -is the effective exhaust velocity of the rocket thruster;
The necessary optimal conditions [5, 2] are:
Where:
: the vector collecting the constraining boundary conditions (see eq. 15 -18) φ = m f At the initial point: 
MISSION ASTEROID 2002TC70

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS WITH PPS1350 (ESA)
The characteristics of the spacecraft propulsion system that have been assumed are [11] The necessary optimal condition were formulated in agreement with the problem; the bang-bang control was used in the formularization with limited power and constraint in the time of flight. 
Simulation without flyby
Using the optimization procedure we can find optimal trajectories, with the maximization of the spacecraft final mass (i.é., minimum fuel consumption). These trajectories depend on the mission objectives, for example, the performance depends on the mission time length. It is possible to reduce the time with some more spend of propellant. The eccentricity (e) and semi-major axis (a); the structure of the switching function that shows the thrust arc and coast arc (Eq. 14); the right ascension as a function of the declination; the evolution of the Hamiltonian and energy orbits are visualized in Figure 2. 
EGA mission
An Earth flyby can be used to vary the semi-major axis (a) and the eccentricity (e) in order to increase the apoapsis (r a ) (or reduce the periapsis r p ) or to vary the inclination (i) of the orbit.
Both the effects can be achieved if the line of nodes and the line of apsides are aligned (i.e. the argument of periapsis is close to   0, 180 or 360 degrees).
EMGA mission
The formulation allows the use of multiple flyby's searching for a better performance. The criterion of the choice of flyby in Mars or Venus is the semi-major axis (a) of the asteroid:
Mars flyby can be used to increase the periapsis (r p ) and in Venus to reduce the apoapsis (r a ). Figure 6 shows the transfer orbit from the Earth to asteroid 2002TC70, the switching function that shows the alternation between the propulsion arcs and the arcs without propulsion, the variation of the right ascension in comparison with the declination, the energy and the Hamiltonian of the transfer orbit.
In this section were shown a comparison of time and final mass of the spacecraft with the use of the optimized maneuver without flyby e with flyby at the Earth, and, Earth and Mars.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS WITH PHALL 1 (UNB)
The researchers of the Plasma Laboratory of the Physics Institute of the Brasilia University (UNB), since 2002, pledge in the study and development of a propellant that uses a plasma propulsion system produced by current Hall, based on Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT). They use permanent magnets with generating the magnetic field, reducing the electricity consumption. The characteristics of the spacecraft propulsion system are: Diverse missions can be implemented with the optimization algorithm used in this work, of which the main ones are: transference with free time (to change to the space vehicle orbit without restrictions to the necessary time the execution maneuver), Gomes, [12 -13] ; "Rendezvous" (one desires that the space vehicle finds and remains to the side of another space vehicle), Vaz [14] ; "Flyby" (desires to intercept another celestial body, however without the objective to remain next); "Swing-By" (to pass by a celestial body to gain or to lose energy, speed and angular moment), etc. 
-Simulation without flyby
-EGA mission
EMGA mission
It resulted better in comparison to the results gotten with PPS 1350 (Table) , therefore, Phall 1 possess a bigger specific thrust and the thruster (t) is bigger in magnitude. The Figure 12 exhibit a comparison (asteroid 200TC70 using 2 thrusters: PPS 1350 and Phall) of time and final mass of the vehicle with the use of the optimized maneuver without flyby e with flyby at the Earth, Earth and Mars; also compares, the ∆V electric gotten with the maneuver and the related ideal or possible dates for the mission. Simulations with maneuvers for asteroid had been carried through 1989UQ, also using EVGA (first flyby in the Earth and second flyby in Venus) maneuvers, and the results obtained were satisfactory with the use of solar electric energy. From numerical simulation of spacecraft orbit transfer it is possible to conclude that with higher Phall thrust will be possible to decrease maneuvering time.
CONCLUSION
The search for the best initial parameters for a mission is facilitated if the transfer orbit with free time is optimized first. The ideal asteroids for EGA missions should possess low orbit energy, perihelion close to 1 UA, low inclination per EGA. Indirect optimization methods based on optimal control theory supply accurate solutions. The use of Gravity Assisted Maneuver (EGA, EMGA or EVGA) in this mission reduces the fuel consumption and the time of the maneuver, demonstrating that this important formulation is viable and useful. Orbits with Phall 1 had been analyzed using gravity assisted maneuvers and verified resulted optimistical for the implantation of probes using this technology, also being able to use this formularization in the future missions that use launch vehicle that is in development/improvement (VLS-2, Brazil), which can inject in LEO (low earth orbit) a satellite medium sized, thereafter, use the solar electric propulsion (SEP) or nuclear (NEP) to dislocate the vehicle for desired orbits, maximizing them with the maneuver that use assisted gravity. The present analysis favor a guess at the tentative solution as the Earth's positions as departure and flyby are a priori known. The ideal asteroid has perihelion radius which is close to 1AU, a lowenergy orbit and low inclination with relation to the ecliptical axis. The performance parameters of Phall are competitive with known electromagnet Hall thrusters found on the literature. The fuel consumption for a mission with multiples flyby's follows the criterion of the asteroid orbit.
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